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IT SHOULD BE possible to build a portal by plugging components from different vendors into a portal from any vendor. These components are portlets, and we explain how to build them in this book.

The noble aim of the portlet specification—which arose from Sun’s Java Community Process with the collaboration of Sun, IBM, BEA, and others—was to simplify the process of tying applications into a portal by allowing them to cooperate. That so many vendors have come together to standardize their existing proprietary solutions bodes well for the future of this technology.

We believe that portlets and the portlet API will become at least as important to Java application developers as the servlet API has been because portlets make building a truly integrated system that much easier. Any new portal development projects should select a portal that supports the portlet API because independent software vendors now need to write portlets for only one API, not a dozen.

Both of us enjoy working with new technology, and there are a lot of new standards for portals, content management systems, business rules, and web services. We hope that you will enjoy learning about portal development as much as we enjoyed writing this book!
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3ds Max Speed Modeling for 3D ArtistsPackt Publishing, 2012


	This book is aimed at artists who already know essentials of modeling and are considering modeling specialization. A big part of specialization involves seeking ways to streamline your work flow. Possibly you're a diploma student and want to level up your 3ds Max skills after a short course, or possibly you're self-taught

	and want...
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Adobe Photoshop CS5 One-on-OneDeke Press, 2010

	
		Master the fundamentals of Photoshop CS5 and make all of your images come alive. With Deke McClelland's unique and effective learning system, you get step-by-step tutorials, hours of DVD-video demonstrations, and lots of hands-on projects to help you improve your knowledge and hone your skills.

		
			Find out...
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Procedures, Techniques, and Minimally Invasive Monitoring in Intensive Care MedicineLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007

	
		This portable paperback bench manual contains the thoroughly updated atlas of procedures and techniques and the new section on noninvasive monitoring from Irwin and Rippe's Intensive Care Medicine, Sixth Edition. In a user-friendly format, this extremely practical "how-to" guide provides graphically illustrated,...
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Microsoft Excel 2010 Plain & SimpleMicrosoft Press, 2010

	
		Get the guide that makes learning Microsoft Excel 2010 plain and simple! This full color, no-nonsense book shows you the quickest ways to solve a problem or learn a skill, using easy-to-follow steps and concise, straightforward language. You'll analyze, manage, and share information in more ways than ever before.

	...
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Video Systems in an IT Environment, Second Edition: The Basics of Professional Networked Media and File-based WorkflowsFocal Press, 2009
Astute sailors know the optimal time to catch the tidal fl ood toward the harbor. If it is missed, a ship may be caught in a storm or stranded at sea. An able captain and crew never pass up favorable currents. Today there is a different tidal fl ood that many captains of ship are seeking to ride to safe harbor. What is it? It is the tidal swell of...
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Scientific Methods in Mobile Robotics: Quantitative Analysis of Agent BehaviourSpringer, 2006
Mobile robots are widely applied in a range of applications from transportation, surveillance through to health care. In all these applications it is clearly important to be able to analyse and control the performance of the mobile robot and it is therefore surprising that formalised methods to achieve this are not readily available. This book...
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